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INTRODUCED BY: Clemons
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A BILL TO: Advance Student Health and to Advocate for Greater Health Resources on Campus

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ENACT:

WHEREAS, The main focus of the 51st session of ASMSU has been the health and safety of MSU Students, and;

WHEREAS, ASMSU is committed to helping students have a greater and more equal opportunity for success, and years of health research indicate that students who are healthier are better able to succeed, and;

WHEREAS, ASMSU's purpose is to provide the voice on matters that will help students succeed, and has been involved in conversations with the University regarding the below health resources at Michigan State University, therefore be it,

RESOLVED, ASMSU will advocate for the following health resources at Michigan State University:

1) Expanded hours until at least 8pm at the Olin Health Center, so that their schedule can better fit the student schedule, and serve more students
2) The addition of an urgent care at Olin Health Center, so that students may quickly see a physician on campus for their health needs, and to be in line with other university health systems
3) Greater resources to both the MSU Student Counseling Center and the MSU Sexual Assault Program, so that they may proportionally address the growing mental health demands and needs of MSU students
4) To fill all vacancies within the MSU Student Counseling Center, including the director position, so that the needs of students can be adequately addressed
5) To bolster the MSU Neighborhood clinical services by adding case managers to each location
6) The moving of the Counseling Center and the Sexual Assault Program under student health at the Olin Health Center, so that University Health leadership can adequately address the needs of MSU students in regards to Mental Health
7) No cost access to entire University physical health facilities and exercise classes for all students
8) The renovation and update of current MSU IM Facilities, to better reflect the needs of students
9) Healthier food options in the cafeteria, and nutritional education
10) Improved tobacco relief programs on campus for students that would like to quit
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